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The area was always a development in well defined stages, followed by 
short-term regression. The communist period start a massive economical 
development which destroy the environment and the social normality. The 
years 1990-2008,were very hard for the population. The mining work 
disappears, marble remaining only one mineral which can be processed. 
The cultural live is almost disappeared; Following the cutting down of the 
forests and existing of the abandoned mining damps, the nature produces 
disasters. The paper presents an actual sustainable study, the resources 
and the potential of communities Rusca Montană and Ruşchiţa. Are 
brought in evidence the potential tourism of the area and is proposed to 
establish an “Information Center”-by NGO“Hobby Club Jules-Verne” 
for development tourism, followed by infrastructure development too.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

Mountain Poiana Rusca hide and today many enigmas of economic 
and social development of Romanian people since ancient times. We 
remember just some: the oldest humanoid skeleton, furnaces processing iron 
and Dacian exploitation mines, controversies old write from Tartaria, 
practication of complex agriculture in mountain area, natural medicine 
practiced today in isolated areas, existence of special cultural events 
(traditions, the oldest “Caluser”, the social relationships families, the cult of 
death, etc.).  
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In this mountains, an interesting development period had Pades river, with 
both localities. Development iron’s process (exploitation, metallurgy, 
siderurgy) have been take place at the end of first Iron Age- the period 
Halstatt. The development it was made by the “geto-daci”, simes that the 
Celts had an influence about this. Since 1807, once with industrialization, 
began the Slovaks colonization (from Hamor di Siosgyor region). The first 
big owner which make big developments, is Maderspach Karoly, who was 
the administrator of Oravita mines. Begins the colonization with the 
specialists from Miskolcz and Trancsen (which establish at Ruschita). Begin 
to come Italians too which employ oneself in roads for woods exploitation. 
Simultaneously with iron industry development, began the exploitation and 
manufacture of marble. The truth industry began since 1883 when the Iana 
Bibel architect is brought from Oravita by the Maderspach and involved 
both, professional and  family in area. This observe the superior quality of 
the Ruschita marble compared with Carrara marble. 

  The standard life of people (from Ruschita- Rusca) exceeded lot the 
medium level from Empire. The 1849 year bring the new recession. Karoly 
maerspach commit suicide (after his wife was torturet by the Autrians), his 
brother- the officer Ferency, died in battle from the White Church (was 
buried at Jimbolia village). The wife of Karolyi- Franciska, died at 76 years 
old (was buried at Budapest). In 1858 the Austrian Government and 
Imperial Court from Vienna sell all the enterprises from  the Banat area. 

After a several years by stagnation of investment, in 1863, Fr. Haner 
make studies about the iron deposits from Peak Boul-area, where he found 
lodestone and began to extract. First World War began then follows the 
Second World War when work-jobs and political situation suffer large 
transformations. Everything is finalized by the beginning of the communist 
period. The metallurgy and siderurgy disappears. Remain only the 
exploitation of iron ore and the marble exploitation. Take place the first hard 
modification of locals spirituality. Appear the first refugees from Basarabia; 
the Germans have problems with deportation and the rich people too.    

In 1963 at the radiometric revision have been found rocks with level 
at 50-910 µR/h. The thorium and uranium ore was located strictly in the 
magnet ore on Peak Boul. Begin the brannerit exploitation but this think 
carry to the aggravation of the state’s health of miners. The lead exploitation 
had instantly negative effects but the exploitation from Peak Boul the effects 
was more later. Because from this cause the exploitation is stopped until 
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1969, but after that the exploitation is open without taking measures special 
to protect. From this moment, “Sinaia Banatului” or Ruskberg, begins to 
fall. The area is quickly contaminated (the water transport ore from mine 
gallery, the ore’s transport is effectuated through the center of localities with 
the open trucks’s bucket). 

Moral and cultural pollution is helped now by the environmental 
pollution. The health, the culture and the traditions are seriously affected. 
The village cinema and the artistic brigades have brought anything good; 
although the church resist very well she didn’t make to recover the social 
and human relations. The pool, the tennis’s and golf’s ground are 
transformed in car’s parking or other destinations. Velovan House is an true 
cultural center and it was destroyed.   

 
THE ACTUAL STAGE OF THE AREA 

 

 
 
 
 
 
After 1989 years appears many problems; at this time is more 

seriously. Although through closing mines have been partial saved the 
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environment destruction; the people suffered because the absences of work. 
The miners have not found work because the area not allowed other 
occupations. Almost all good specialists leaves. The school don’t have 
students. There are not doctors; the cinema and Cultural House are 
destroyed. One part of population came back in their localities and left the 
housing blocks. 

Until 2008 a positive graphic of development could be seen. The 
inhabitant’s number is stabilized at 2682 and more families start to come in 
this area. Some of them built holidays houses (which changed the esthetic 
face of the area); other developed some small business (which helped to 
reconverting the professional occupation of the people). The tele-
communication domain changed also:  
 - The “Romtelecom” Company modernizes the net and the services. From 
the manual telephony on changed to the automat telephony with access to 
those international and different services – TV satellite and Internet. 
 - The RDS Company, as a rivalry company, developed also services for 
communication as telephony, TV and Internet. 
 - In the area is also a specialized company for TV services by cable.  
The rivalry is very big relating the services. More, it shows up the 
translators for the GSM telephony. It was difficult to implement those 
services in an area with very complex radio propagation. The 
communications to distance is an important factor which has a positive 
influence in the development of the area. The sustainable growth and an 
efficient micro –economy wasn’t possible without a good understanding of 
the characteristic situation in the area by those who developed activities.  
A major objective of the infrastructure was the re-building of the road DJ 
684 – Voislova – Margina, in the area of Voislova – Marble Quarry. This 
road has a high importance to solve important problems:  
 - The houses a nearly the road. The heavy traffic (with wood and marble) 
exposes the houses to shocks and to auto- demolition. Most of those houses 
have the resistance structure grows thin.  
 - Any investor is interested for a good and stabile communication way, 
open over the year. The rod was repaired with concrete in 1989 but then 
only the speed was important not the resistance. Now a day, because the 
trucks with more then 60 or 80 tone the road have to be repaired again and 
again.  
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- The tourism is developing in the same time with the access ways. A good 
car doesn’t accept a worse way.   
The next step is the development of the investment to increase the life level 
of the inhabitants: 
 - The sewerage in an important objective. Now the population uses a kind 
of sewerage, more precise, all manager water goes into the river which 
crosses the village.  
- The system for drinking water feeding trough SAPARD programs starts 
recently. The population gets water from a mining site (industrial water). To 
the tap arrived radioactive water many times. 
A lot of small farms dig wells but only at 3-5 meters because of the rocky 
soils. But those water’s sources became quickly contaminated with 
nutrients, the sewerage absenting. Also, same interesting objectives were 
built to equilibrate the existing possibilities to attract the tourists: 
- Accommodation places, in small number at Romsilva – Ocolul Silvic 
Rusca Montana (2 chalets) and Kolping Group of the Catholic Church. 
 - Peter Pan Museum-Peter Pan was an inhabitant of Rusca Montana village 
and he fight in Italy. Was created a Romain –Italian Group which take care 
with the development of this touristic point – the development of the 
museum, maintenance of the house and they built also a monument.   
 - In Varnita– Plesu Valley was arranged a Natural Reservation. “Ocolul 
Silvic” takes care about it maintenance. To visit this Reservation has to take 
preventive measures because in the area are some mining exploitations.  
- On the village’s surface, can be seen the vestiges of old mining, metallurgy 
and iron processing activities. In the area can be seen old mine galleries, 
furnaces for iron process, and old coal exploitation. If someone will evaluate 
and put them in evidence, all those objectives will became a real potential 
for the industrial tourism. Also, should develop a mining and exploitation 
and processing of marble museums.   
- Forest tourism – hunting, fishing, walking, all catch form. In Rusca 
Montana village was built the only one monument for the tourism.   

 
 
 
 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
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NGO HCJV starts in 1998 to make the first cleaning studies and 
develop a camp for youth (researchers from Romania and from other 
Countries). Using all made studies, in 2001-2003 period, were make some 
cleaning works. This durable development in ecologic plan avoids the 
environment degradation (Man T.E.,Sîrb Mateoc N., 2008).  The studies 
continue and involve some Romanian and aliens researchers; NGO HCJV 
proposed a project to create an Informational Center relating to the polluting 
problems in the area, to improve the environment quality, to inform the 
young inhabitants about the environment problems, the laws relating the 
environment protection in Romania.   
The Informational Center can have an important part in “kipping of the 
natural and cultural landscape” (Man T.E., Sîrb Mateoc N., 2008) in the 
rural space of Rusca Montana and Ruschita. One viable solution for the 
development of that area could be the tourism. The tourism is a chance for 
the economic and social development of the rural communities of Rusca 
Montana and Ruschita. 
 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 

The Informational Center will educate the local inhabitants to have 
minimal knowledge in tourism domain and to can protect the environment 
and themselves. The tourism infrastructure increasing is a chance for area 
development and for the life standard increasing. The project proposal was 
evaluated by the local authorities, but the local budget can not cover all 
infrastructure works. For this, the Local Administration from Rusca 
Montana has to find funds to improve the infrastructure for tourism.   
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